Course Outline - Hazcom (US)

Global Harmonized System (US)

Overview
- Introduction • Who is covered by this standard? • Definitions • Abbreviations • General requirements of the standard • Hazardous chemicals • Purpose • Goal • Objectives • Introduction

Hazardous Chemicals
- Definitions and abbreviations • How a chemical is placed on a hazardous chemicals inventory
  • Your responsibility for hazardous chemicals inventory

Safety Data Sheets
- Purpose • Goal • Objectives • Introduction • Definitions and abbreviations • How to read and understand an SDS • Where to find the SDS

Labels And Labeling
- Purpose • Goal • Objectives • Introduction • Definitions and abbreviations • Labels and Pictograms
  • Employer’s responsibilities

Employee Information And Training
- Purpose • Goal • Objectives • Introduction • Definitions and abbreviations • Training requirements
  • Chemical-specific training • Working with hazardous chemicals

The Written Program
- Purpose • Goal • Objectives • Introduction • Definitions and abbreviations • Written program requirements
  • Updating the written program • Safety data sheets test • Labels and labeling test
  • Employee information and training test • The written program test